REQUEST FOR RECORDS DISPOSITION AUTHORITY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOB NUMBER</th>
<th>N1-342-01-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TO:</td>
<td>NATIONAL ARCHIVES &amp; RECORDS ADMINISTRATION (NWML)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8601 ADELPHI ROAD, COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740-6001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date received</td>
<td>2/20/2001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. FROM (Agency or establishment)
   Department of the Air Force

2. MAJOR SUBDIVISION

3. MINOR SUBDIVISION

4. NAME OF PERSON WITH WHOM TO CONFER
   Cheryle D. Gumaer

5. TELEPHONE NUMBER
   703-588-6186

6. AGENCY CERTIFICATION
   I hereby certify that I am authorized to act for this agency in matters pertaining to the disposition of its records and that the records proposed for disposal on the attached _6_ page(s) are not needed now for the business for this agency or will not be needed after the retention periods specified; and that written concurrence from the General Accounting Office, under the provisions of Title 8 of the GAO Manual for Guidance of Federal Agencies,

   ☐ is not required  ☐ is attached; or  ☐ has been requested.

   DATE  SIGNATURE OF AGENCY REPRESENTATIVE  TITLE
   1/20/01  Cheryle D. Gumaer  AF Records Officer

7. ITEM NO.

8. DESCRIPTION OF ITEM AND PROPOSED DISPOSITION
   SEE ATTACHED PAGES.
NOTE: This schedule provides one-time disposition authority for specified Air Force records stored at the Washington National Records Center (WNRC) in Suitland, MD, under Record Group (RG) 342. It cannot be used to provide continuing disposition authority for Air Force records that may be located elsewhere.


Various types of records, including audiotapes, relating to all aspects of U.S. prisoners of war (POWs) in Vietnam and U.S. military personnel missing in action (MIAs) as a result of the Vietnam War.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives in 2002.

Accessions: 342-91-312, boxes 1-18; 342-92-382, boxes 1-61 (audiotapes); 342-92-483, boxes 1-15 (audiotapes).

Justification: These records are of significant interest to researchers, especially to historians and the families of MIAs. They clearly warrant permanent retention.


Reports, correspondence, and other records created by the Office of History, Air Force Advisory Group in Vietnam. That office was a part of the Military Assistance Command Vietnam.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives in 2002.


Justification: These records properly belong with the 20 cubic feet of Air Force Advisory Group records already accessioned by the National Archives into RG 472. This accretion of historian's files will help provide researchers with an overview of the role of the Air Force during the Vietnam War.

3. **Aerial Film of Edwards Air Force Base, 1956.**

Two canisters containing black and white negatives of photographic mosaics of Edwards Air Force Base, CA.

Experimental protocols, guidance, meeting minutes, and case files relating to the effects on humans of technologies related to aerospace operations. The files were created at the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives in 2002.


Justification: These are similar to records relating to human radiation experimentation. Those records are the subject of intense public interest and scrutiny and are viewed by Congress as necessary to ensure the legal rights of U.S. citizens.


Reports and publications relating to the development of communications satellites.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives in 2002.


Justification: This is a useful collection of reports and publications created by the Air Force Electronic Systems Division to document the development of communications satellites. This material should be of interest to researchers since it traces the development of communications satellites and offers insight into the objectives of the Air Force satellite program.


Copies of final unit histories, photographs, films, and artifacts from various units dating mostly to the 1970s.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives in 2002.
Accessions: 342-74-71, boxes 1-4; 342-75-15, box 1; 342-77-288, box 1; 342-78-426, boxes 1-2; 342-78-427, boxes 1-2; 342-79-555, box 1; 342-85-242, boxes 1-2; 342-92-391, box 1; 342-92-392, box 1; 342-93-16, boxes 1-3; 342-93-390, box 1; 342-93-797, box 1; 342-95-126, box 1; 342-97-214, box 1; 342-97-305, box 1.

Justification: These records document important activities of several Air Force units and clearly warrant permanent retention.


Copies of medical articles submitted for approval of publication. These had to "meet accepted standards of professional excellence in accordance with AFR 169-7." Attached to the articles are cover sheets showing clearance to publish. The records were maintained at the hospital at Andrews Air Force Base, MD.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy on approval of this schedule.

Accession 342-74-B-903, box 73.

Justification: These articles were approved for publication and should appear in the publications themselves. There is no need to maintain these copies used for clearance purposes.


Manuscript for the clearance to publish a paper on an asthma study of Air Force personnel in Japan. Records include rough data on the lung capacities of personnel as well as detailed questionnaires in individual's folders.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy on approval of this schedule.


Justification: The research paper was approved for publication, and the individual files cannot be released to researchers because they contain sensitive medical information that is protected by the Privacy Act.


Approved applications for private companies to use equipment containing controlled radioactive elements. Also included are copies of agreements, correspondence, daily equipment maintenance checklists, and temporary permits. Note: This series shares a box with child care operations records and standard forms for blood transfusions.
AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.  
(Note: The other records in the box are disposable per AFMAN 37-139, Table 34-4, Rules 1-7 for child care operations records and per AFMAN 37-139, Table 44-2, Rule 3.03 for SF 518 blood transfusion records.)

Accession: 342-95-273, box 1.

Justification: This box was retired to WNRC as a result of the closure of Griffiss Air Force Base, NY. The byproduct files do not contain information of sufficient historical value to warrant their permanent retention by the National Archives. The last permit for the licenses expired in 1996. The other records in the box are already approved for disposal.


Working papers, background data, computer print-outs and progress reports of a radar simulator test conducted by the 1st Combat Evaluation Group at Barksdale Air Force Base, LA.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-81-27, boxes 1-3.

Justification: Much of the test data is illegible on the computer printouts. There is no final report, and some of the files were inadvertently burned before they could be retired. Such fragmentary files lack both administrative and archival value.


Mostly thermofax copies of correspondence with contractors of the Materiel Management Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) Depot, at the Sacramento (CA) Air Logistics Center, Air Force Logistics Command. Routine paperwork primarily shows projected delivery dates of equipment related to electronic warfare.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-76-276, boxes 15-16.

Justification: The files contain records of such facilitative matters as spare parts lists, lists of damaged equipment, contract services going over budget, and missed delivery dates for promised equipment. Copies of the correspondence were produced and maintained at a low level and were signed off on by the Contract Workload Section. The records lack both administrative and archival value.
12. **Project Have Eagle/Gold Eagle Contractor Records, 1958-1975.**

Records of an Air Force contract with the McGraw-Hill Company to use professors to translate foreign open-source literature for use by Air Force analysts. Included are copies of contracts, memorandums of agreement, statistical reports showing the number of pages translated, travel vouchers, and other routine documents relating to the contracted employees. Some copies of translated documents are among the files.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.


Justification: Since the project used foreign open-source literature, the articles should be available in published literature of the country of origin. The contracts and related paperwork do not contain sufficient value to warrant their permanent retention.


Vouchers, telephone messages, contract amendments, purchase requests, invoices, and correspondence relating to the management of contract negotiations between the Air Force and private companies. Most of the contracts relate to translation services for Project Have Eagle/Gold Eagle.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.


Justification: These records document routine administrative functions. They lack archival value and are no longer needed for agency purposes.

14. **Miscellaneous Records of the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing, 1972-1975.**

Mixed files containing local news releases, duty status change forms, routine correspondence, and a list of key people associated with the consolidated open mess. The 388th Tactical Fighter Wing was located at Korat Royal Air Force Base, Thailand, during the Vietnam War.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-76-279, boxes 2-4.
Justification: The files such as special orders listed on the SF 135 as permanent do not appear in these boxes. All of the files actually in the boxes document only administrative functions and lack archival value.


Two inches of miscellaneous records including reports about parking, air traffic volume for one month, and stock levels of laundered linens.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-96-3, box 1.

Justification: These records were apparently retired as the result of the closure of Griffiss Air Force Base, NY. They document facilitative matters and are no longer needed since the base has closed.

16. **Modification Case Files, 1959-1989.**

Correspondence, forms, vouchers, drawings, photographs, and other routine paperwork filed in a modification folder. Modifications include adding a dial to a cockpit to measure a certain response, reconfiguring a flight simulator ejection seat to add a lap belt, and redesigning the handle of a fire extinguisher. The Air Force Logistics Command had the oversight role in many of these modifications.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy when the most recent records are 15 years old.

Accessions: 342-77-304, boxes 1-20; 342-77-405, box 1; 342-81-381, boxes 1-7; 342-84-20, boxes 1-13; 342-84-227, boxes 1-70; 342-84-249, boxes 1-9; 342-84-262, boxes 1-9; 342-85-110, boxes 1-3; 342-85-330, boxes 1-3; 342-86-332, boxes 1-5; 342-86-337, boxes 1-5; 342-86-338, boxes 1-5; 342-87-189, box 1; 342-87-242, boxes 1-7; 342-87-271, boxes 1-14; 342-87-275, boxes 1-17; 342-89-229, box 1; 342-89-260, boxes 1-4; 342-89-331, box 1; 342-90-155, boxes 1-2; 342-90-174, boxes 1-7; 342-91-337, boxes 1-14; 342-91-368, boxes 1-4; 342-92-215, boxes 1-2; 342-92-216, boxes 1-5.

Justification: Files contain such routine types of records such as vouchers, requisition forms, telephone message forms, projected costs of modifications, and technical orders that do not warrant permanent retention. Although the records lack archival value, they are needed for Air Force operational purposes until the retention period expires. (Note: These records are coded under AFMAN 37-139, Table 20-3, mostly as Rule 2, but four accessions are coded as Rule 5 and one accession as Rule 7. All of these rules cover unscheduled records, with the printed disposition authority for Rules 5 and 7 mistakenly listed as permanent in March 1, 1996, version of the Air Force manual.)
NOTE: This schedule provides one-time disposition authority for specified Air Force records stored at the Washington National Records Center (WNRC) in Suitland, MD, under Record Group (RG) 342. It cannot be used to provide continuing disposition authority for Air Force records that may be located elsewhere.


   Various types of records, including audiotapes, relating to all aspects of U.S. prisoners of war (POWs) in Vietnam and U.S. military personnel missing in action (MIAs) as a result of the Vietnam War.

   AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives on approval of this schedule.

   Accessions: 342-91-312, boxes 1-18; 342-92-382, boxes 1-61 (audiotapes); 342-92-483, boxes 1-15 (audiotapes).

   Justification: These records are of significant interest to researchers, especially to historians and the families of MIAs. They clearly warrant permanent retention.


   Reports, correspondence, and other records created by the Office of History, Air Force Advisory Group in Vietnam. That office was a part of the Military Assistance Command Vietnam.

   AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives on approval of this schedule.


   Justification: These records properly belong with the 20 cubic feet of Air Force Advisory Group records already accessioned by the National Archives into RG 472. This accretion of historian's files will help provide researchers with an overview of the role of the Air Force during the Vietnam War.

3. **Aerial Film of Edwards Air Force Base, 1956.**

   Two canisters containing black and white negatives of photographic mosaics of Edwards Air Force Base, CA.

   Superseded
AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives on approval of this schedule.


Justification: These original negatives should be accessioned as soon as possible in order to ascertain their condition.


Experimental protocols, guidance, meeting minutes, and case files relating to the effects on humans of technologies related to aerospace operations. The files were created at the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives on approval of this schedule.


Justification: These are similar to records relating to human radiation experimentation. Those records are the subject of intense public interest and scrutiny and are viewed by Congress as necessary to ensure the legal rights of U.S. citizens.


Reports and publications relating to the development of communications satellites.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives on approval of this schedule.


Justification: This is a useful collection of reports and publications created by the Air Force Electronic Systems Division to document the development of communications satellites. This material should be of interest to researchers since it traces the development of communications satellites and offers insight into the objectives of the Air Force satellite program.


Copies of final unit histories, photographs, films, and artifacts from various units dating mostly to the 1970s.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: PERMANENT. Transfer to the National Archives on approval of this schedule.

Superseded
Accessions: 342-74-71, boxes 1-4; 342-75-15, box 1; 342-77-288, box 1; 342-78-426, boxes 1-2; 342-78-427, boxes 1-2; 342-79-555, box 1; 342-85-242, boxes 1-2; 342-92-391, box 1; 342-92-392, box 1; 342-93-16, boxes 1-3; 342-93-390, box 1; 342-93-797, box 1; 342-95-1, box 1; 342-97-214, box 1; 342-97-305, box 1.

Justification: These records document important activities of several Air Force units and clearly warrant permanent retention.

7. **Professional Medical Papers, 1960-1967.**

Copies of medical articles submitted for approval of publication. These had to "meet accepted standards of professional excellence in accordance with AFR 169-7." Attached to the articles are cover sheets showing clearance to publish. The records were maintained at the hospital at Andrews Air Force Base, MD.

**AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION:** Destroy on approval of this schedule.

Accession 342-74-B-903, box 73.

Justification: These articles were approved for publication and should appear in the publications themselves. There is no need to maintain these copies used for clearance purposes.

8. **Asthma Research Paper and Case Files, 1960-62.**

Manuscript for the clearance to publish a paper on an asthma study of Air Force personnel in Japan. Records include rough data on the lung capacities of personnel as well as detailed questionnaires in individual's folders.

**AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION:** Destroy on approval of this schedule.


Justification: The research paper was approved for publication, and the individual files cannot be released to researchers because they contain sensitive medical information that is protected by the Privacy Act.


Approved applications for private companies to use equipment containing controlled radioactive elements. Also included are copies of agreements, correspondence, daily equipment maintenance checklists, and temporary permits. Note: This series shares a box with child care operations records and standard forms for blood transfusions.
AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule. (Note: The other records in the box are disposable per AFMAN 37-139, Table 34-4, Rules 1-7 for child care operations records and per AFMAN 37-139, Table 44-2, Rule 3.03 for SF 518 blood transfusion records.)

Accession: 342-95-273, box 1.

Justification: This box was retired to WNRC as a result of the closure of Griffiss Air Force Base, NY. The byproduct files do not contain information of sufficient historical value to warrant their permanent retention by the National Archives. The last permit for the licenses expired in 1996. The other records in the box are already approved for disposal.


Working papers, background data, computer print-outs and progress reports of a radar simulator test conducted by the 1st Combat Evaluation Group at Barksdale Air Force Base, LA.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-81-27, boxes 1-3.

Justification: Much of the test data is illegible on the computer printouts. There is no final report, and some of the files were inadvertently burned before they could be retired. Such fragmentary files lack both administrative and archival value.


 Mostly thermofax copies of correspondence with contractors of the Materiel Management Quick Reaction Capability (QRC) Depot, at the Sacramento (CA) Air Logistics Center, Air Force Logistics Command. Routine paperwork primarily shows projected delivery dates of equipment related to electronic warfare.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-76-276, boxes 15-16.

Justification: The files contain records of such facilitative matters as spare parts lists, lists of damaged equipment, contract services going over budget, and missed delivery dates for promised equipment. Copies of the correspondence were produced and maintained at a low level and were signed off on by the Contract Workload Section. The records lack both administrative and archival value.

Superseded
12. **Project Have Eagle/Gold Eagle Contractor Records, 1958-1975.**

Records of an Air Force contract with the McGraw-Hill Company to use professors to translate foreign open-source literature for use by Air Force analysts. Included are copies of contracts, memorandums of agreement, statistical reports showing the number of pages translated, travel vouchers, and other routine documents relating to the contracted employees. Some copies of translated documents are among the files.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.


Justification: Since the project used foreign open-source literature, the articles should be available in published literature of the country of origin. The contracts and related paperwork do not contain sufficient value to warrant their permanent retention.


Vouchers, telephone messages, contract amendments, purchase requests, invoices, and correspondence relating to the management of contract negotiations between the Air Force and private companies. Most of the contracts relate to translation services for Project Have Eagle/Gold Eagle.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.


Justification: These records document routine administrative functions. They lack archival value and are no longer needed for agency purposes.

14. **Miscellaneous Records of the 388th Tactical Fighter Wing, 1972-1975.**

Mixed files containing local news releases, duty status change forms, routine correspondence, and a list of key people associated with the consolidated open mess. The 388th Tactical Fighter Wing was located at Korat Royal Air Force Base, Thailand, during the Vietnam War.

AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION: Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-76-279, boxes 2-4.

Superseded
Justification: The files such as special orders listed on the SF 135 as permanent do not appear in these boxes. All of the files actually in the boxes document only administrative functions and lack archival value.


Two inches of miscellaneous records including reports about parking, air traffic volume for one month, and stock levels of laundered linens.

**AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION:** Destroy immediately on approval of this schedule.

Accession: 342-96-3, box 1.

Justification: These records were apparently retired as the result of the closure of Griffiss Air Force Base, NY. They document facilitative matters and are no longer needed since the base has closed.

16. **Modification Case Files, 1959-1989.**

Correspondence, forms, vouchers, drawings, photographs, and other routine paperwork filed in a modification folder. Modifications include adding a dial to a cockpit to measure a certain response, reconfiguring a flight simulator ejection seat to add a lap belt, and redesigning the handle of a fire extinguisher. The Air Force Logistics Command had the oversight role in many of these modifications.

**AUTHORIZED DISPOSITION:** Destroy when the most recent records are 15 years old.

Accessions: 342-77-304, boxes 1-20; 342-77-405, box 1; 342-81-381, boxes 1-7; 342-84-20, boxes 1-13; 342-84-227, boxes 1-70; 342-84-249, boxes 1-9; 342-84-262, boxes 1-9; 342-85-110, boxes 1-3; 342-85-330, boxes 1-3; 342-86-331, boxes 1-5; 342-86-337, boxes 1-5; 342-86-338, boxes 1-5; 342-87-189, box 1; 342-87-242, boxes 1-7; 342-87-271, boxes 1-14; 342-87-275, boxes 1-17; 342-89-229, box 1; 342-89-260, boxes 1-4; 342-89-331, box 1; 342-90-155, boxes 1-2; 342-90-174, boxes 1-7; 342-91-337, boxes 1-14; 342-91-368, boxes 1-4; 342-92-215, boxes 1-2; 342-92-216, boxes 1-5.

Justification: Files contain such routine types of records such as vouchers, requisition forms, telephone message forms, projected costs of modifications, and technical orders that do not warrant permanent retention. Although the records lack archival value, they are needed for Air Force operational purposes until the retention period expires. (Note: These records are coded under AFMAN 37-139, Table 20-3, mostly as Rule 2, but four accessions are coded as Rule 5 and one accession as Rule 7. All of these rules cover unscheduled records, with the printed disposition authority for Rules 5 and 7 mistakenly listed as permanent in March 1, 1996, version of the Air Force manual.)

*Superseded*